Green

FAST FACTS ABOUT GREEN
Gently Cleans and Refreshes without Drying. Green is a remarkable liquid cleaning concentrate that thoroughly,
yet gently, dissolves dirt. Its neutral pH makes it the ideal personal care cleanser. It’s perfect for every member of the
family; safe for cleaning fine fabrics and as a hand and body wash. You use it like soap, but it’s 100% rinsable, leaving
no sticky, irritating residue on your skin. Green can even protect your hands when you paint, work in the garden, or
do other dirty chores.
HOW IS GREEN UNIQUE?

HOW TO USE GREEN:

Green contains an exclusive “kelp-derived” GNLD ingredient
— Kelpro. The name is derived from the kelp found in the
cold, clear waters of the North Atlantic and the protein it
contains. This revolutionary cleaning agent from natural,
organic base materials makes Green is ideal for handwashing
delicate fabrics and woolens, too. Once you try it, you’ll never
want to be without it.

For hand and body wash: Wet hands or body with water. Use a
small amount of Green for a rich cleansing experience. Rinse
thoroughly.

HOW IT WORKS
Green contains a combination of mild organic surfactants that
make water “wetter,” allowing it to penetrate, emulsify and
carry away soils and odors.

For fine washables: Fill a basin or sink with cool water. Add a
few drops of Green. Add clothes and wash as usual. Rinse
thoroughly. Not for use in washing machines.
To protect hands during dirty chores: Create an “invisible glove.”
Apply a dime-sized amount of Green to dry hands before
tackling dirty jobs. Let dry. When you’re done, simply rinse
hands with water, using additional Green as needed.

WHY CUSTOMERS NEED GREEN
•

Contains Kelpro. Exclusive organic protein base, 		
for effective, gentle cleansing.

•

Versatile & economical. Highly concentrated, just a 		
small amount is needed for effective results.

•

Neutral pH. Fully compatible with human skin.

•

Non-drying. Cleans hands and leaves them soft.

•

Free-rinsing. Leaves no sticky residue or attract 		
dirt, dust or grime.

•

“Invisible gloves” protects hands. (See below)

•

Nonflammable. Can be used or stored near heat or 		
open flames.

•

Biodegradable
Green eliminates the need for a lot of specialty soaps. It’s so
concentrated, a little does a lot of cleaning:
Personal use: Hand wash, shampoo, body wash, bubble
bath. For abrasions, minor cuts or scratches – use to gently
clean area around wound, rinse with generous amounts of
cool water, and dry with a clean towel.
Fine washables: Lingerie, panty hose, stockings, fine fabrics,
baby clothes
Other uses: Bathing pets, cleaning eyeglasses, eliminates
strong odors on skin from handling onions, fish, meat or
animals.
Home and Garden: Cover hands and arms for a washable
“invisible glove” that protects skin during dirty jobs and makes
cleanup quick and easy.

Item #4190 Quart, #4191 Gallon,
#8535 Countertop Pump Dispenser (sold unfilled)

In the Kitchen: Put a small squirt into a bowl or
sinkful of water. Let the fresh vegetables
and fruits soak in this solution for a few minutes.
The Green will break down silicone coatings and
remove crop oils and insecticides into the water. Rinse
thoroughly with fresh water, dry and store normally.

For more information or to order, contact the person who gave you this sample.

